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Admin
q Find your group members and discuss about 

projects



Security of New Technologies
q Most of the new technologies come with new 

and old vulnerabilities. 
▹ Old vulnerabilities: OS, Network, Software Security, 

…
▹ Studying old vulnerabilities is important, yet less 

interesting. 
▹ e.g. Stealing Bitcoin wallet, Drone telematics 

channel snooping

q New Problems in New Technologies
▹ Sensors in Self-Driving Cars and Drones
▹ Security of Deep Learning
▹ Block Chain Pool Mining Attacks
▹ Brain Hacking
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Drone Hacking
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Eavesdropping Phone Calls
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Emergency SMS
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Digital Doorlock
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Seoul Subway Screen Door
q IEEE 802.15.4 + ZigBee based RF control 
q No encryption
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---열차번호
---컨트롤메시지
--- CRC

FCF step src dst dir
0x0e00 0x0b11 81 f1 00 11 02 11 20 40 82 67 f8
0x0b11 0x0e00 81 e1 00 11 02 14 04 13 19 41 36 28 10 79 06



코레일
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New�vulnerabilities
in�New�Techs
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Result�(DEMO)
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Mobileye
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• GM

• BMW

• Nissan

• Volvo

• (over 19 in 

total)



Mobileye-560 [Unpublished]
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v Classify the objects
– Vehicle, Pedestrian, Truck, Bike, 

Bicycle, Sign, Lane etc.

v Information about the Object
– Distance, Velocity, State, etc.

v Recognition range :  ~80m

v Black and White screen



Parser
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Parser prints the results 
for black box video. 
(Object classification, 
velocity, accelerometer … )



q 영상 첨부
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Mobileye Classification
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Are You Serious?
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Variations 
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AI, Deep Learning
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Security of New Technologies
q Most of the new technologies come with new 

and old vulnerabilities. 
▹ Old vulnerabilities: OS, Network, Software Security, 

…
▹ Studying old vulnerabilities is important, yet less 

interesting. 
▹ e.g. Stealing Bitcoin wallet, Drone telematics 

channel snooping

q New Problems in New Technologies
▹ Sensors in Self-Driving Cars and Drones
▹ Security of Deep Learning
▹ Block Chain Pool Mining Attacks
▹ Brain Hacking



Questions?
q Yongdae Kim

▹ email: yongdaek@kaist.ac.kr
▹ Home: http://syssec.kaist.ac.kr/~yongdaek

▹ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/y0ngdaek
▹ Twitter: https://twitter.com/yongdaek

▹ Google “Yongdae Kim”
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Security Analysis of the
Diebold AccuVote-TS Voting 

Machine

EVT '07
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Presenter
Jinseob Jeong

This file is originally written by Dawon Park and Donhwan Kwon, 
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Party % Vote

Democratic 52.3 42,338,795

Republican 44.3 35,857,334
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Voting

Electronic 
Voting

Paper-based
Voting



AccuVote-TS Voting Machine

Direct Recording Electronic
(DRE)

Windows CE

Software Software



AccuVote-TS Voting Machine



AccuVote-TS Voting Machine

MODE

Pre-Download Pre-Election

Election Post-Election

• Download a list of 
races and candidates

• GEMS server software

• Logic and Accuracy testing

• Checking tally is correct.

• Voter access card 
(valid -> invalid)

• On-board Flash memory, 
Flash memory card

accumulator
mode

memory
card

Local network
Phone line
Serial cable

• Local network
• Accumulator mode



Attacker’s Goal



Attacker’s Goal

Vote Stealing Denial of Service

Party % Vote

Democratic 52.3 42,338,795

Republican 44.3 35,857,334

5% (4,048,777)

Party % Vote

Democratic 47.3 38,290,018

Republican 49.3 39,906,111

Party % Vote

Republican 49.3 39,906,111

Democratic 47.3 38,290,018



Vulnerability

• Easy to physically access to the motherboard

- EPROM chip, removable memory card, power button

• Source of bootloader code is changeable

- EPROM chip / On-board flash memory / Memory card 

• Not verify authenticity of files 

- fboot.nb0, nk.bin, EraseFFX.bsq, explorer.glb, .ins file 

Spreading  Virus

Direct  Installation

• Removable memory card can spread out virus 

- Used for multiple machine, rewritable memory



Attack Scenario – installing malware



Attack Scenario – installing malware
① Replace EPROM chip
- Create EPROM chip
- Open the machine
- Install it, and reboot

Determine source of 
bootloader code

② Insert Memory Card



Attack Scenario – installing malware

Bootloader copies itself 
to RAM

Look for memory card in 
PC slot

Fboot.nb0
Exist?

Bootloader in 
On-board flash

Copies fboot.nb0 to
On-board flash 

Y

Nk.bin
Exist?

Replace OS image on
On-board flash

Y

EraseFFX.bsq
Exist?

Erase entire file 
system area of flash

Y

Does not verify 
authenticity 
of these files

N

N

N

Cont.



Uncompress OS in 
On-board flash, 

copy to RAM

Cont.

Jump to OS kernel

Runs Filesys.exe

Runs 
Shell.exe

Device.exe
Gwes.exe

Taskman.exe

Run BallotStation
(Voting software)

Removable 
memory

Exist?

Y Invoke 
Windows Explorer

N

Explore.glb
Exist?

.ins file
Exist?

Y Automate update

Mounting file system
• On-board flash : \FFX
• Memory card: \StorageCard
• RAM(root): \

Accept without any authentication

Attack Scenario – installing malware

Y



Suspend
BallotStation

Open
Result file

Rigged race?

Y

Select 
Candidate

Election 
mode?

New Ballot?

Steal Vote

Resume 
BallotStation

Y
Y

N

N

N

15sec

Attack Scenario – stealing vote

Insert a 
Memory Card



Mitigation

• S/W & H/W modification

- Code signing & signature verification

- Person confirm for software updates

- Not use rewritable storage -> tamper-proof logs, records

• Physical access control : broken seal cause DoS

• Parallel testing : simulation pattern, secret knock

• Effective certification system : Strong Certification

• Software independent design : printout paper ballot



Conclusion

• H/W & S/W encompassing study of a widely used DRE

• Demonstration of vote-stealing and virus spreading 

• Warning for large scale fraud

• Proving H/W architecture limitation of the target



Limitation & Future work

• General attack idea -> Attack through network

• Malicious action of voters : copy card or re-enable invalid card

• Physical access is not so easy during voting



`03

Kohno et al.
- Numerous security flaws 

in software.

`03

Maryland
- SAIC “High risk of compromise”

- RABA, confirmed Kohno’s findings.

`03

Ohio, Compuware
- DRE systems high-risk 

security problems.

“None of them offered 
the public a detailed 
technical description.”

`06

Harri Hursti
- Hardware & compiled boot-loader

- Problems with software update

`06

Feldman, Halderman, Felten
- Reverse engineer hardware & software

- Confirmed earlier studies by demo

`02

Another Story – Diebold 



`07

David Wagner, California
- TTBR(Top to Bottom Review)

- “Deep architectural flaws”
- Buffer overflow, weak cryptography`07

Ohio
- Project EVEREST

- “Yet more vulnerabilities”

Election Systems & Software
Take over

`09

Dominion Voting System
Take over

`10

Another Story – Diebold 



Electronic voting in Korea

Secure?
OOO OOO



Thanks



Comprehensive Experimental Analyses of 
Automotive Attack Surfaces

2018.9.27
Hyunki kim

Authers: Stephen Checkoway, Damon McCoy, Brian Kantor, 
Danny Anderson, Hovav Shacham, Stefan Savage, (UCSD)

Karl Koscher, Alexei Czeskis, Franziska Roesner, and Tadayoshi Kohno (UW)

Security 101: Think Like an Adversary

Written by Sanha Park



Intro
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Intro
q Jeep Cherokee hacked in 2015



Why can we attack?

Today

1980’s



Why can we attack?
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Cars’ system

q ECU(Electronic Control Unit) : 
▹ Ubiquitous computer controller

q ECU interconnection driven by 
safety, efficiency, and capability requirements

q But, also has some fatal shortcomings
52

Engine 
Controller

Brake
Controller

Transmission
Controller

Body
Controller

Telematics
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Cluster HVAC
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Entry
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Module



Oakland 2010, they showed…
q Safety-critical systems can be compromised

▹ Selectively enable/disable brakes
▹ Stop engine
▹ Control lights

q Owning one ECU = total compromise
q ECUs can be reprogrammed (while driving!)

q Limit: Need physical access

[Oakland’10] koscher et al. Experimental Security Analysis of a Modern Automobile.
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Threat model
q Technical  (theoretical) Capabilities 

▹ Capabilities in analyzing the system
▹ Focuses on making technical capabilities realistic

q Operational (real-time) capabilities
▹ Show how malicious payload is delivered
▹ Attack vector

» Indirect physical access
» short-range wireless access
» long-range wireless access

54



Indirect physical
q Definition:

▹ Attacks over physical interfaces
▹ Constrained: Adversary may not directly access the 

physical interfaces herself

q OBD(stands for On Board Diagnostic)

55 Port Scanner PassThru



Indirect physical
q Definition:

▹ Attacks over physical interfaces
▹ Constrained: Adversary may not directly access the 

physical interfaces herself

q Extends attack surface to the device
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Short-range wireless
q Definition: Attacks via short-range wireless 

communication (meters range or less)

57

Bluetooth

Remote key

TPMS

Immobilizer



Long-range wireless
q Definition: Attacks via long-rage wireless 

communication (miles, global-scale)
q Broadcast channel

▹ Satellite Radio, GPS, RDS 

58 Satellite Radio



Long-range wireless
q Definition: Attacks via long-rage wireless 

communication (miles, global-scale)
q Addressable channel

▹ Telematics
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Attack surfaces explored in depth
q Components we compromised

▹ Indirect physical: Media player, OBDII
▹ Short-range wireless: Bluetooth
▹ Long-rage wireless: Cellular

q Every attack vector leads to complete car compromise
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Premise
q No direct physical access

q Already know how to deal with CAN signal

q Recent made sedan, 2 same model
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Overall methodology
q Extract device’s firmware

▹ Read memory out over the CAN bus (CarShark)
▹ Desolder flash memory chips in ECUs

q Reverse engineering firmware
▹ IDA Pro
▹ Custom tools

q Identify and test vulnerable code paths
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Indirect physical: Media player attack

q Code for ISO-9660 leads to
▹ Vulnerable : in a module that uploads firmware.

q Insert CD containing malicious WMA file

q Completely compromise car
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Indirect physical: Media player attack

q Code for ISO-9660 leads to
▹ Vulnerable : in a module that uploads firmware
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Short-range wireless: OBDII

q PassThru device has no authentication method
1. Connect to same WiFi with device to get to CAN bus

2. Implant malicious code inside the device
- input validation bug
à attacker runs arbitrary command via shell injection

- using worm fully automated spread is possible
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Short-range wireless: Bluetooth attack
q Custom-built code contains vulnerability

▹ Strcpy() bug  à execute arbitrary code (Bufferoverflow)

1. Using owner’s smartphone as stepping-stone
▹ Trojan Horse application
▹ Check whether other party is telematics unit

à if so it sends our attack payload

2. Can directly pair with Bluetooth undetectably
▹ USRP software radio
▹ MAC address ; 2ways to get
▹ Brute force PIN ;10hrs per car
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Short-range wireless: Bluetooth attack
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Long-range wireless: Cellular attack

aqLink
Modem

Command
Program

Use 1024bytes
packet size

Maximum 100bytes 
packet

overflow

1. Attack @ Lowest level of protocol stack



Car theft
1. Compromise car
2. Get Car’s INFO (GPS…)
3. Unlock doors
4. Start engine
5. Bypass anti-theft
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Surveillance
q Compromised car
q Continuously report GPS coordinates
q Stream audio recorded from the in-cabin mic

▹ Detect voice (VAD)
▹ Compress audio
▹ Stream to remote computer
E.g.) Professor Yongdae Kim 
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Where to go from here?
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Where to go from here?

72

Today’s paper

`13

“Dude, WTF in my car?”
by Alberto and Dude

`18

“14 vulnerabilities in BMW”
by Chinese security team

`15

“Jeep Cherokee hacking“
by Charlie Miller
and Chris Valasek

`11

`14

“A Survey of Remote Automotive Attack 
Surfaces”

by Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek

`16

“Remote Attack Tesla“
by Keen Lab



Where to go from here?
q Stakeholders responding today:

▹ SAE, USCAR, US DOT

q Recommendation : lessons from the PC world
▹ Avoid unsafe function
▹ Remove unnecessary binaries e.g.) ftp/telnet/vi 
▹ ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization)
▹ Stack cookies
▹ Limited inbound calls
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Where to go from here?
q Future work

▹ Developing new protocol alternative to CAN bus
▹ Research how to encrypt CAN message
▹ CAN monitoring system to catch external attack
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Where to go from here?
q Future work

▹ Developing new protocol alternative to CAN bus
▹ Research how to encrypt CAN message
▹ CAN monitoring system to catch external attack
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Summary
q Current autos have broad (and increasing) external 

attack surface
q They demonstrated real attacks that compromised 

safety-critical systems
q Industry and government are responsible 
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Some Unselected Q&As from Students
q Were there any reported incidents of remote hacking of a car?
q Authors mention improving code robustness as a defense strategy. Since 

automobiles consist of millions of lines of code, do you think this is a 
reasonable solution? 

q Are there any new types of vulnerabilities in automobiles these days?
q Now, cellular is preparing for 5G and 6G. How different the attack 

methods btw new generations and 3G?
q Possible compatibilities of attacks with other automobiles. 
q In ADS, there are a lot of external factors like HD Map, GPS base station. 

I hope there are new attacks exploiting these external factors.
q In this paper, the product was analyzed by reverse engineering. Couldn't 

it be attacked if reverse engineering wasn't possible? Could it be possible 
to make a product that is impossible to reverse engineering? 

q None of the attacks covered in the paper could be a critical threat. Could 
there be any? 

q I wonder if the latest vehicles are equipped with measures to reduce 
security threats. 
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Some Selected Q&A from Students
q Most of the attacks dealt with in the paper are attacks that can be 

received while parking, but is there any possible attack method 
while driving? 

q The paper was written in 2011, and until today, automobile 
systems have been continuously developed and many security 
concerns have arisen. (i.e. missing immobilizers in Hyundai 
automobiles made them targets of theft) I’d like to ask about the 
current status of attack surfaces of automobiles.

q I’m curious about electric automobiles or automobiles with self-
driving technology have different attack surfaces. 

q We are still using the services pointed out as vulnerable in this 
paper. In addition, as the level of autonomous driving of a vehicle 
gets high, the scope and purpose of communication will become 
more diverse(V to V, V to X…) Are there security requirements or 
standards for the modern vehicle design stage that have been 
developed through these kinds of studies?

q Is there any vulnerability analysis of diagnostics equipment for 
vehicle inspection used by mechanics of major automobile 
companies in Korea(such as Hyundai or KIA)?
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Some Selected Q&A from Students
q If a non-computerized attack is possible, will computerized attack be less 

valuable? Then what is the reason?
q Did the patch for the vulnerabilities discussed in the paper proceed? If so, when 

did it proceed?
q The paper says “Therefore, while this outsourcing process might have been 

appropriate for purely mechanical systems, it is no longer appropriate for digital 
systems that have the potential for remote compromise.” What do you think of this 
content?

q The services offered by the recent auto mobile have changed. What are the new 
attack vectors?

q Could you be more precise about the cost of these attacks. There is a table with 
indications ; what exactly means “Low”, “Medium” and “High” ? Does it cost time 
or money or materials ?

q Why are these attacks unused ? I agree that it is an emerging system and that 
these attacks will rise. Whereas, as we can read in the paper, there were already 
other papers about security breaches in cars before. And brand cars did not 
improve their security systems that much. So why are there so few attacks 
actually ?

q As of now, several manufactures allow enabling additional functionality remotely 
after the user paid for the "add-on". I.e., no physical modification is necessary. If a 
user has opted out of a service, is the car still vulnerable to attacks on that 
service?
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Some Selected Q&A from Students
q If a non-computerized attack is possible, will computerized attack be less valuable? Then what is 

the reason?
q Did the patch for the vulnerabilities discussed in the paper proceed? If so, when did it proceed?
q The paper says “Therefore, while this outsourcing process might have been appropriate for purely 

mechanical systems, it is no longer appropriate for digital systems that have the potential for 
remote compromise.” What do you think of this content?

q The services offered by the recent auto mobile have changed. What are the new attack vectors?
q Could you be more precise about the cost of these attacks. There is a table with indications ; what 

exactly means “Low”, “Medium” and “High” ? Does it cost time or money or materials ?
q Why are these attacks unused ? I agree that it is an emerging system and that these attacks will 

rise. Whereas, as we can read in the paper, there were already other papers about security 
breaches in cars before. And brand cars did not improve their security systems that much. So why 
are there so few attacks actually ?

q As of now, several manufactures allow enabling additional functionality remotely after the user 
paid for the "add-on". I.e., no physical modification is necessary. If a user has opted out of a 
service, is the car still vulnerable to attacks on that service?

q Given that CAN, and other industrial protocols, are so far not further secured & require significant 
real-time boundaries. Are you aware of any work creating modified algorithms to enable faster 
calculations of cryptographic services?

q Has it become significantly cheaper to execute any of the given attacks?
q Are there any additional channels in modern cars that have been successfully exploited in the 

past 10 years?
q The authors only used the GPS channel to exfiltrate information, was there any attempt to directly 

attack a car through GPS?
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Best Questions today
q Sujin Han: Authors identify that most of the 

vulnerabilities stem from interface boundary problem. 
Are there any effective solutions to this problem? 
(other than the car manufacturer taking care of 
everything?) 

q Kyeongmook Kim: In addition to the electronic devices 
inside the car, there may be attacks that stress the 
vehicle by giving a very high voltage when charging an 
electric vehicle. 

q Junyeong Park: Will isolating ECUs (physically or by 
software) help reduce threats? Are they feasible to be 
implemented?

q Olav Lamberts: Is there anything known about 
manufactures moving away from custom protocols like 
AqLink?
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